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Sushi Cat: The Honeymoon is a crazy arcade game for little kids where you have to throw a determined and bouncing little cat into a pinball grid with delicious sushi! The hungry cats ping around the various groins and obstacles, gobbling up as many pieces of delicious raw fish as possible
before happily falling into a garbage can at the bottom of the grid. To add a little background detail to this eccentric game, Sushi Cat is on a honeymoon cruise with his beloved pink teddy when the ship runs aground. Our hero kitten instinctively knows that he urgently needs to stand up to
save the ship from doom – and what could be better to increase his mass than to enjoy his favorite food; Sushi! However, he needs your help to drop it carefully into precise areas on the grid to maximize his chances of consuming enough fish to complete each level. This other game in the
Sushi Cat game series features cute animations, quirky characters and simple mouse click control suitable for younger kids who enjoy fun, colorful online arcade activities. Happiness plays a big role in the fact that you can't influence the movement of the kitten once it enters the grid, but
your expert eye, your initial positioning and the timing of your drop can be crucial to the success or failure of the fish-loving cat. OK, it's time to drop kittens, and enjoy it, it grows to multiples of its original size! Happy cat feeding! How to play: In each of the 12 gradually challenging levels,
their goal is to help Sushi Cat achieve a full belly by eating a set target volume of 30 pieces of sushi. To do this, you need to use carefully and tactically your cat drops (you start each level with 5 cat drops) in advantageous positions from the top of the grid. Move your cat along the top of the
game screen with The Computer Mouse or Touchpad, and left-click on its head to release it into the pinball grille. He hops around, reacts and interacts with the rotating obstacles and squid in each level. As soon as your cat comes into contact with a piece of sushi, it slithers up, and the total
number of sushi pieces he needs to collect at this level decreases (the number is displayed in the upper right corner of the game screen). As soon as your cat falls into the garbage bin at the bottom of the grid, the next cat drop will be automatically loaded onto your Dropping Claw above.
You can see how many cat drops you have in the upper left corner. If you run out of cat drops without reaching the set sushi goal, the level has failed and you have to try again. If one of your Collect a tongue roll bonus, click in any direction on the game screen, and your cat shoots a long,
hungry tongue out of your mouth – and collects sushi on its direct path that sticks to it! Yummm! Enjoy the fish-gobbling action! If this flash-based game no longer works on IE11 or Chrome browser on your PC/MAC, try Firefox browser with Adobe Flash Flash Installed. The internet is full to
the brink with crazy pictures, videos and songs about cats, so it's only right that we have an addictive online flash game dedicated to an eccentric and adorable kitten! Sushi Cat 2 is a fun and unusual arcade game sequel where you have a hungry little blue cat into a pinball style grid filled
with pieces of sushi that he has to gobble up. After stealing our hero's favorite pink teddy, the greedy bacon dog vowed to get bigger and stronger by feasting on sushi (a delicious Japanese dish usually made up of raw fish and rice). You'll need to strategically throw Sushi Cat into a grid
filled with obstacles based on the iconic Plinko game show activity. The feisty little animal hops around the obstacle-filled area, collects enough sushi to fill its belly, and goes to the next level. You don't have to be an eccentric cat lover to enjoy this carefree skill and puzzle-based game. The
fun animations, whimsical characters and simple Perc click controls make this a pleasant activity for anyone looking for something different from the norm! You have to rely heavily on luck (and the effects of gravity) as you can't control the cat once it's released into the grid. But it's certainly
fun to watch a ripping cartoon cat charge sushi with so much momentum! Help this cute kitten become a sushi-filled giant that is many times its original size! Happy feeding! How to play: At any ever more difficult level, her goal is to help Sushi Cat achieve a full belly by eating a set target
volume of sushi pieces (usually 25 or 30). They start each level with 5 cats and need to make sure they collect the target amount of sushi pieces between them to progress. Move your cat along the top of the game screen with The Computer Mouse or Touchpad, and click with the left mouse
button to release it into the obstacle-filled grid. He bounces around, reacts and interacts with the groins and obstacles in each level. As soon as he comes into contact with a piece of sushi, he slithers it up, and the total number of sushi pieces he needs to collect at this level is reduced in the
upper right corner of the game screen. You can see how many cats you have in the upper left corner. As soon as a cat falls into the bin at the bottom of the game screen, the next cat is automatically loaded at the top. In each level there are 3 Golden Sushi pieces that you can collect to
increase your score and collect funny new outfits for your cat. There are also special Supermarket Sweep bonuses where get a certain amount of time where you can actually click on the sushi pieces to collect them instead of letting the cat come into contact with them. In later levels, the
pinball bars and obstacles move around the playing field, making it more difficult. If you run out of usable cats without pressing the target full belly, click the Try it button yet to restart the layer. If this flash-based game stops working on IE11 or Chrome on your PC/MAC, try playing Firefox
browser with Adobe Flash Player installed. We may use cookies to customize your experience, including performing analytics and providing ads. The new game Sushi Cat 4 is called Sushi Cat: The Honeymoon. This arcade game in which you have to throw a round elastic cat. He will eat
sushi in large quantities. The cat jumps on the various movable and stationary obstacles and eats all the sushi that caught him on the way. It also falls into one of the boxes at the bottom of the screen. Not for the first time you need to help the blue cat gain weight. To do this, he needs to eat
as much sushi as possible. In addition to new levels in the game, there are additional possibilities. After the main character eats a special sushi, he can throw his tongue like a frog. All the sushi that caught him along the way sticks to it. Choose the direction consciously, you have time to
think, try to throw tongue in hard-to-reach for sushi cat area. Plot The protagonist of the game Sushi Cat 4 - married his beloved cat, and they went on their honeymoon. They sailed on the ship, showing no sign of anger when suddenly a shot rang out, their ship was hit. The cat hurried
decisively to save the ship. To do this, he has to plug the hole with his body. But he fell through the hole because quite thin lately. After helping him eat all that sushi and gain weight, he and his lover have landed. There he got into more trouble and met a huge bad cat. But in this situation
our hero was not surprised ... As always, the continuation of this amazing story, you will know when you pass Sushi Cat 4 to the end. In general, the plot of the game is very interesting and it could be the basis for the caricature. How to play Sushi Cat 4 includes 12 rounds in which you have
to help the cat fill his stomach. To do this, it is necessary to eat 30 sushi. The stomach appears in the left part of the screen. To do this, you should carefully end tactics and leave the cat in the right place at the right time. In each level, you have five attempts. Move your cat up and drop it on
the playing field with a computer mouse or touchpad (if you're playing on your mobile device). He will bounce off objects that come across his path. Sometimes it may seem that the cat is about to burst! The Sushi Cat age group is suitable for all ages. This lively, colorful game. Children and
adults will have fun with sushi spherical cat. Advice With each new level of complexity of the game increases. If they manage to go through the game and find out the end of these adventure sushi cat, invite you to play in the next part of the game. On our website you can play online in Sushi
Cat 1 2 3 4 5. Video Some of the games on Freegames66 require Adobe Flash Player. You need to enable it, follow these steps. If you don't see the Flash option above, you can still enable Flash as follows: Flash is a multimedia platform used for browsers. Is. videos and other extensive
Internet applications. Every game on Freegames66 is thoroughly tested and checked for viruses and other threats, according to our strict content guidelines. For this reason, you can be absolutely sure that playing flash games on Freegames66.com is absolutely safe. If you have any
questions or concerns, do not hesitate to contact us. If you don't see the Allow button, make sure you wait for the page to load. If it still doesn't work, contact us and let us know which browser and version of it you're using. With.
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